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I have rewritten parts of the syllabus for Physics 109 dealing with goals and outcomes. I
have listed the Essential Learning Outcomes (ELO) that apply to this course including
“knowledge of sustainability and its application.” As I discuss the syllabus with the students on
the first day of class, it is my intention to elaborate on the sustainability ELO using materials
from the Faculty College because it is less “obvious” than the other ELOs. I anticipate
introducing the environment-society-economy model and noting briefly how I see this course
addressing sustainability primarily through the environment and economy pillars. The first part
of the course does not deal with concepts that have direct application to the themes of
sustainability, so I will wait to introduce more material on sustainability until we get to topics
like friction and the Law of Conservation of Energy. The last three weeks of the course are
dedicated to the laws of thermodynamics which have sustainability written all over them
(actually, sustainability has the laws of thermodynamics written all over it), by which time I
expect to be making daily connections between physical concepts and sustainability themes.
	

The methods I will use to incorporate sustainability themes into the General Physics
sequence are infusing them into existing topics and threading them throughout the development
of the standard curriculum (motion, forces, momentum, thermodynamics). There are many
examples from the physics of everyday life and common situations that can be linked to
sustainability, particularly in the area known popularly as “energy conservation.” For example,
when we deal with friction and motion I plan to discuss the cost per ton of goods for various
transportation modes including truck, rail and container ship. Home energy use is another rich
area—I have 15 years of natural gas use data normalized to “heating degree days” that clearly
shows events such as a furnace upgrade and the births of my children. Awareness can be
enhanced by unplanned events—my clothes dryer failed this spring so we started hanging clothes
outside to dry and have realized savings of 275-300 kWh (roughly $30) per month. New house
construction technologies are being introduced such as drywall with a material that undergoes a
phase change at room temperature so that it “absorbs heat” during the day as it melts and
“releases heat” during the night as it freezes. Other non-dwelling related examples include hybrid
vehicles, improved energy storage technologies and wind and solar power (many of the electrical
examples like batteries and solar panels will show up in Physics 110, the second semester of the
General Physics sequence).
	

I will also use some of the examples from campus that were showcased to us during the
Faculty College to help with the sense of place theme in sustainability. The various geothermal
installations, in particular, will fit nicely in the thermodynamics section of the course where we
develop the concepts of heat engines, refrigerators and heat pumps. It is also my intention to get
myself educated on traditional steam heating plants such as the one on campus, so that it can be
incorporated into the thermodynamics sections of the course. If I can find the time, I will
consider a “field trip” with the students to, say, the heating plant.
	

In addition to in-class discussions and examples, I will modify homework assignments to
include problems linked to sustainability. As a longer term goal, I will look for ways to replace a
lab session or two with sustainability-linked experiments.

